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Abstract. Measurements of the thermal conductivities of rareeanh element dodecaboriks 
REBn (RE = Tb, Dy. Ho, Er. Tm or Lu)  we^ canducted in the temperature range 4 . 2  
300 K. The temperamre dependences of the electronic and phonon thermal conductivities in-the 
paramagnetic-to-antiferromagnedc transition mige were determined. For TmBlz and HoBlz the 
Loknz function exhibils a distinct variation relative to Lo (Lo is the theoretical value of the 
Lorenz function) in the temperature range 50-90 K. By comparing the electronic and phonon 
thermal conductivities of the magnetic compounds (with Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and Tm) with the sake 
quantities for nonmagneticld3n. the influence of the interaction of electrons and phohons with 
4f elecVOns on the heat transporr was calculated. By the same token, we elucidated the influence 
of crystal electric field on the thermal conductivity of the REBn compounds 

1. Introduction 

The dodecaborides that we investigated were formed with the rare earth (RE) elements Y 
and Gd-Lu. These compounds crystallize in a FCC structure of the UBlz type (0; (Fm3m)) 
originating from the NaCl structure, in which Na ions are replaced by atoms and C1 ions 
by the BIZ cubooctrabedra. However, this structure may be also considered as composed 
of two sublattices: boron and metal. The existence of these sublattices, being relatively 
shifted to one another by one half of the unit-cell parameter, determines in many cases the 
individual physical properties of these compounds. High values of melting temperature and 
microhardness. vague variation in lattice parameters with increasing RE atomic number, 
and weak temperature dependence of the thermal expansion coefficient at mediuni and high 
temperatures are all connected with a rigid boron sublattice which is formed by the BIZ 
structure elements. The links between BIZ cubooctahedra in the sublattice an8 within BIZ 
complexes are determined by strongly covalent B-B bonds [1-3]. 

The metallic character of these compounds finds theoretical support in the cdculatfons 
of band structures [4]. 

AI1 the samples analysed exhibit a constant valency, +3, whereas, for YbBl2, an effect 
of valence fluctuation was also found [5,6]. 

The lower values of thermal conductivity of our samples compared to tho3e of the 
constituting RE elements themselves are the result of a stronger influence of lattice vibrations 
on the electronic heat transport in REBIZ [71. The diamagnetism of %BIZ, YBIZ and LUBIZ 
as well as antiferromagnetic ordering of %BIZ, DyBlz, HOBIZ, &BIZ and TmBlz,result 
from the 4f-shell filling, i.e. from the ion nature of the compounds [8,9]. 
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Detailed studies of REBIZ transport and magnetic properties have hitherto been 
carried out on sintered or remelted polycrystalline samples and, except for YbB12, at 
temperatures above that of liquid nitrogen [8-111, whereas the main peculiarities of the 
behaviour of kinetic coefficients take place at liquid-helium temperature. In general, the 
magnetic properties data from the low-temperature range concerned the magnetic ordering 
temperatures [6]. 

The discrepancies between the data from various research groups are evidently caused 
by the different qualities of the samples studied. 

To our knowledge, only one publication has been devoted to the study of the thermal 
conductivity of dodecaborides over the, temperature range 300-1000 K [I 11. 

Taking into account the foregoing, this paper is aimed at carrying out a study of the 
thermal conductivities of the REBIZ samples (RE = Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm or Lu) over a 
wide temperature range and making, on this basis, an analysis of the electronic and phonon 
contributions to this effect. The electrical resistivity data obtained on the same sample are 
used in the thermal conductivity analysis. 

2. Experimental details 

The process of sample preparation comprises the following stages: the synthesis of 
dodecaborides by borothermic reduction of Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm and Lu oxides in vacuo 
at 1800-2000 K, compacting the thus received powders by slip casting into rods, in-vacuo 
sintering at 2000 K and the process of inductive zone melting. 

We elaborated the technology of sample preparation by inductive zone melting applicable 
to dodecaborides. The composition of the melted samples obtained exhibits a distinct shift in 
the component ratio towards an increasing metal content, up to REl.07B12, regardless of the 
metal nature of the compounds. The excess boron which emerges during melting evaporates 
or goes into the melting zone. Hence, despite the peritectic character of REBIZ melting [I], 
we succeeded in obtaining single-phase samples using a selected combination of the main 
technological parameters: crystallization rate, inter-gas pressure, tbe starting composition 
of substrates, etc. The almost constant nature of the lattice parameters for dodecaboride 
samples, regardless of composition (REBIz-REI.o,B~~) [ 121, indicates the important role of 
rigid covalent B-B bonds in the lattice formation. 

We obtained DyBlz in a polycrystalline form, and HoB12. TmB12, ErBlz and LuB12 in 
singlecrystal forms. The use of oriented seeds and high-purity source materials and the 
removal of some impurities by zone melting allowed us to produce high-purity Ho, Er, 
Tm and Lu dodecaboride single crystals. Their main orientations were [loo], [I101 and 
11111; they consisted of large blocks with misorientation less than 0.5". The total content 
of impurities did not exceed 1 x 

It was not possible to prepare TbBl2 single-phase melted samples, despite the use of a 
pressure up to 2.2 MPa and a crystallization rate up to 10 mm min-l. This compound tends 
to decompose during melting, which results in a mixture of TbB4, TbB6 and TbBlz phases. 
Evidently, the instability of TbBlz is related to its position at the edge of existence of a 
given structure type in the phase d i apm.  Therefore, TbBlz samples were used for further 
investigation in the sintered form, theu composition being close to nominal stoichiometry. 

The samples were rectangular parallelepipeds about 2 mm x 2 mm x 8 mm in size. The 
density of the samples investigated was calculated from the lattice parameters (table 1). 

All the samples have also been subjected to an x-ray diffraction investigation, confirming 
the unkstorted cubic structure of the compounds. 

The thermal conductivity measurements were performed using the stationary heat flux 
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Table 1. Density ofdodeolbonde samples calculated from lattice parameten 

Sample (gem-') 
Density 

LuBlz 4.727 
TbBg2 4.536 
DyBil 4.516 
HoBi2 4.555 
ErBiz 4.607 
TmBlz 4.652 

method in the temperature range 4.2-300 K. The experimental set-up and the procedure has 
been described in detail in [13]. The sample temperature was measured with a constantan- 
manganin thermocouple, with liquid-nitrogen and liquid-helium temperatures as reference 
points. The temperature difference along the sample was 0.2 K. The time of temperature 
stabilization between two consecutive experimental points was 1 h above 78 K, decreasing 
to 15 min at temperatures of about 10 K. Particular care was taken to avoid a parasitic 
heat transfer between the sample and its environment. The sample was placed inside a 
cylindrical screen made of material displaying a thermal conductivity similar to that of the 
sample, along which the temperature gradient was identical with that along the sample. The 
mean temperatures of the sample and the screen were also identical. All current and voltage 
leads were thermally anchored to the screen. 

The measurement error was below 3 ~ 2 %  and the surplus error, estimated from the scatter 
in the measurement points, did not exceed 10.2%. 

The electrical resistivity of the same samples was recently measured [14]. 

3. Results and discussion 

It is generally assumed that the total thermal Conductivity A is the sum of three contributions: 

h = h, f hph f h, (1) 
where A,, h p h  and A, are electronic, phonon and magnon thermal conductivities, 
respectively. Assuming that all the scattering mechanisms responsible for the thermal 
resistivity of a metal are additive (the Matthiessen rulej, the electro'nic contribution to 
the thermal conductivity can be expressed as follows: 

I l A e  = w e  = w e , i  W e , p h  we,,. (2) 
The particular terms occnmng in the above equation denote the thermal resistivity due 
to collisions of conduction electrons with lattice imperfections, phonons and magnetic 
moments, respectively. A similar formula can also be written for the phonon component of 
the thermal conductivity: 

I l h p h  = Wph = w p h , i  f Wph,r f W p h , p h  f W p h , m  (3) 
where the subsequent terms characterize scattering of phonons on impurities and defects, 
conduction electrons, lattice vibrations and magnetic moments, respectively. 

Lattice vibrations can transfer an ion from an energy level to another with the absorption 
of a phonon. Thus, in our case, paramagnetic rareearth ions with unfilled inner shells are 
the point defects which reduce the phonon thermal conductivity of the crystal lattice. The f 
shells are found deep in atoms, screened by the outer shells, and their splitting by the crystal 
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field is small (about 100 K), which is just inside the phonon energy spectrum. (Phonons 
can be trapped also by the levels of the d shell split by the crystal field, but interactions of 
the crystal field with d and f shells are significantly different.) 

I, 
~ 

10 100 
Temperature (K) 

Figure 1. Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity. 

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependences of the thermal conductivity A of REBIZ. 
Distinct anomalies in these A(T) plots are observable around the N6el temperature TN. 
For DyBlz (TN = 16.2 K) and HOBIZ (TN = 6.8 K), the derivative dA/dT does not 
change sign at the antiferromagnetic transition as occurs for ErBlz (TN = 5.9 K) and 
TbBlz (TN = 19.2 K). Nonmagnetic LuBlz displays a typical maximum, at about 25 K, 
characteristic of a pure metal or dielechic. The A(T) dependence of ErBlz shows a 
flat maximum at 41 K. Above 200 K, none of the thermal conductivities of compounds 
depends on temperature, being equal to 30 W mK-' for TbBlz and 60-80 W mK-I for 
the other compounds. The lower values of A for TbB12 and DyBlz compared to the other 
samples are caused by the difference in quality due to the sample preparation technology 
(ErBl2, HOBIZ, TmBI2 and LuBlz are single crystals whereas DyBlz is polycrystalline 
and TbBlz is sintered). Photographs of these samples, obtained using scanning electron 
microscopy (Philips SEM-515) are presented in figure 2. A distinct qualitative difference is 
obvious, which corresponds to the data-in figure 1. On the other hand, the x-ray diffraction 
investigation of these samples confirmed that their cubic structure was undistorted. 

Figure 3 presents the electronic contribution A, to the thermal conductivity calculated 
from the Wiedemann-Franz (W-F) law h,p/T = Lo (Lo = 2.45 x lo-* W Q K-' is the 
Lorenz constant and p is the electrical resistivity, the values of which for all the samples 
were taken from 1141). Above T N ,  the temperature dependences of A, for our samples are 
similar to those of the total thermal conductivity. Below TN, a weak dependence of 1, 
on temperature is observed in contrast with the pronounced increase in the total thermal 
conductivity for ErB12. An interesting behaviour of the electronic contribution to the thermal 
conductivity is observed at around TN. 
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Figure 2. SEM photopraphs of Ihc surface of a (upper ~rasel) polycry~li~llme sample of DyBlz 
and a (lower panel) sintcred sample of TbBn 

The electronic thermal conductivity may he described by the following formula [15]: 

A, = ($ + aTz)-' . (4) 

The first term is responsible for the electron scattering on impurities and physical defects 
whereas the second is responsible for the electron scattering on phonons. Electrons are 
also scattered on magnons in the temperature range below TN and on the disordered spins 
of the 4f electrons above TN [16]. Below T N ,  there is no theoretical formula describing 
the electron-magnon scattering. Above T N ,  the thermal resistivity resulting from electron 
scattering on the disordered spins is inversely proportional to temperature. 
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10 100 
Temperature (K) 

Figure 3. Temperature dependence of the electronic thermal conductivity At .  

The temperature dependence of the electronic thermal conductivity of our samples in 
the region of the paramagnetic-to-antiferromagnetic transition may be described as follows: 

87.505T-1.207 below T~(16.9-19.2 K) 
he(TbB1z) 0.146~0.944 above T~(19.2-30 K) 

14.304T-0.058 below T~(5.LLf5.4 K) 
above T~(6.4-6.7 K) h,(ErBlz) = 2.974T0-186 

1.820T'.049 above T~(6.4-1U.O K) 
4.824T"OM below T~(11.0-15.0 K) 

h,(DyB,,) = 0.042T'.805 above T~(16.0-17.0 K) 

0.787T0.768 above T~(17.0-30.0 K) 
S.144T0.3 below T~(5.&6.5 K) 

he(HoB1z) = 0.247T'.820 above T~(7.0-7.5 K) 1 1.148T'.059 above T~(7.5-10.0 K). 

I 
I 
1 

A precise description of the electronic thermal conductivity is possible only for the TbBlz 
sample, both below and above the magnetic transition. For the remaining REBIZ compounds 
examined, at least two power functions of h,(T) may be fitted for temperatures above TN. 
Fluctuation effects may be present for both spin-electron and electron-phonon interactions 
[17]. They should be observable, among other things, in a variation in the electronic thermal 
conductivity. Much below TN, electron-magnon interactions may be of a small-angle 
inelastic nature, with emission or absorption of magnons which, as bosons, are independently 
created and destroyed. The above mechanisms (impurity and defect scattering; first term in 
equation (4)) are responsible both for the weak temperature dependence of the electronic 
contribution for ErB12, HOB,* and DyBlz, and for the maximum in the h,(T) for TbBlz 
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in the temperature range %9 K. The abrupt change in the electronic thermal conductivity 
of TbBl2 at TN = 19.2 K confirms the predomiinant inelastic electron-magnon scattering 
within the 10.0-19.2 K range. 

10 

- - 
. 
. 

- . 
f f  - - - . - - - 

- 
. 

-  HOB,^ 
- e * - *  ErBlz 

. 

I 

1 0  100 
Temoeroture (K) 

. I  

Figure 4. Temperature dependence of the phonon thermal conductivily A,,A. The inset shows 
An!8 for LuB12. 

Figure 4 shows the phonon thermal conductivity based on the formula 
h p k  = h - he. (5) 

Below the Debye temperature OD, phonons are scattered by electrons (hph,r  cx T2) ,  grain 
boundaries (Aph ,g  cx T 3 ) ,  point defects (hph,,d cx T-I),  dislocations c( T z )  and 
magnons (hph.m a T?) .  At temperatures T > T,, (TmaX corresponds to the maximum value 
of A), the decisive role in the phonon heat transport is played by the nmklapp processes, 
responsible for temperature dependences of Apk,ph cx exp[OD/T] type close to OD and 
Ap,,,ph c( T-' at higher temperatures. 

Among the REBIZ compounds examined, only in LUBIZ does the phonon thermal 
conductivity resemble that characteristic for dielectrics (pronounced maximum at about 
25 K and h p k  c( I / T  dependence at higher temperatures (figure 4)). In magnetic REBIZ 
compounds there are discrepancies between experimental results and theoretical predictions, 
both above and below TN. Therefore, we confine ourselves to a presentation of the 
temperature dependences of the phonon thermal conductivity in the vicinity of the magnetic 
transition: 

below T~(I8.&20.0 K) 
above T~(20.5-22.0 K) 

0.0067T'.973 above T~(22.0-22.5 K) 

2.565 X 1026T-34'788 below T~(5.6-5.9 K) 

7.632 x 10-uT28~082 above T~(5.9-6.2 K) 
h p h  (ErB 12) = 
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1.501T0~528 below T~(11.0-14.0 K) 
h,,h@yB,Z) = 1.064T0.720 above T~(15.0-20 K) 

0.628T0.898 above T ~ ( 1 7 . 0 4 0 . 0  K) 

1.274T0.670 below T~(5 . lM.5  K) 
hph(HoBlz) = 0.194T'.660 above T~(7.5-9.5 K) 1 0.151T'"80 above T~(7.5-8.5 K). 

i 
Noticeably, the dependence of hph versus T around TN for TbBlz is almost linear, 

whereas there is a distinct variation for ErB12. A minimum of A,,h(T) is seen for ErB12 
at around 120 K. At temperatures close to 100 K, the phonon scattering by paramagnetic 
levels split by the crystal field is considerable [16]. Above TN, as for electronic thermal 
conductivity, the phonon contribution may be described by at least two power functions. 

For ferromagnets, below the Curie temperature Tc, the theory predicts h, a TZ [18] 
whereas, for antiferromagnets, below TN, h,(T) a T 3  [19]. The above-presented method 
of calculation of hp,,(T) assumes that there is a magnon contribution to the heat transport 
below the transition temperature. Besides magnons, a substantial influence on A(T) is 
exerted by the crystal electric field (CEF) effects, the aspherical shape of the 4f shell and 
the presence of magnetic impurities. 

4 ' i o  ' 100 I ' I ,  50 ' 260 ' 250 ' 
Temperature (K) 

IO 
. .  

Figure 5. Temperature dependence of -A+, for the analysed samples 

The magnetic contribution to the phonon and electronic thermal conductivities (figures 5 
and 6) was calculated from the formulae 

Ahph(T) = h p h ( m B d  - h p ~ t C U B d  (6) 
= L W B I Z )  - ~ ~ ( L U B I Z ) .  (7) 

In the REB12 compounds, two types of phonon spectrum may be distinguished [20]: 
a high-temperature spectrum, associated with vibrations of the B-atom sublattice, and a 
low-temperature spectrum, connected with RE atom vibrations. Below 65 K, all the 
samples display similar behaviours, with an almost linear temperature dependence below 
T,,, = 30 K (see figure 5). Above 65 K, except for DyBlz, all the samples exhibit a 
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0.45 I 

0.35 1 '  
8935 

0 

Figure 6. Tempenlure dependence of -AAe for REBIZ samples. 

-AA,, c( 1/T dependence. The latter results in the predominant role of the phonon- 
phonon interactions at high temperatures for TbBlz, HoB12, ErBlz and TmB12. For DyB12, 
phonon heat transport at higher temperatures is governed by phonon-phonon and phonon- 
paramagnetic impurity scattering. It should be stressed that equations (6) and (7) do not 
consider the processes of scattering of phonons and electrons on physical defects. Each of 
the samples investigated should, in our opinion, exhibit the same amount of these defects. 
If the ratio BOO Kjp4.2 K of~the electrical resistivity at room temperature to that at liquid- 
helium temperature, is adopted as the measure of the physical defect rate, our samples show 
some scatter in this quantity, as seen in table 2. 

Table 2. Resistance ratio R = ~ 3 1 ~ )  Klp4.2 K for dodecaborides analysed 

Samole R 

LuBtt 71.93 
TbBu 15.30 
DyBtz 9.54 
HOBIZ 13.50 
ErBl2 17.46 
TmBfz 8.89 

The temperature dependence of -AA,(T) presented in figure 6 reveals a large difference 
between the magnitudes of the electronic thermal conductivity at low temperatures for Tb;B,z 
and DyB12, the difference decreasing with temperature increase. 

In the paramagnetic region the electrical resistivity is inversely proportional to the 
thermal conductivity. It may be presented as 

P(T) = PO -!r Pph -I- P m  (8) 

pm = c( constant(g - 1)~2(3 + I )  (9) 

where PO, pph and pm are the residual, phonon and magnetic terms, respectively, with 
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where psPd denotes the electrical resistivity due to the spin-disorder scattering, g is the 
Land6 factor and 9 is the total angular momentum. 

According to theory [211, -AAe is proportional to T above the transition point, provided 
that the influence of the CEF effect is negligible. The formula -AA,(T) was obtained 
assuming W-F law validity, which is equivalent to another assumption that there is only 
small-angle elastic electron-phonon scattering. The results presented in figure 6 show 
that the -AAe (Y T dependence is not obeyed above TN, which in turn may suggest 
a substantial CEF effect on electronic heat transport. The presence of the large-angle 
inelastic electron-phonon interactions may be taken into account as well. To estimate 
the qualitative contribution of the CEF effects to electronic heat transport in REBIZ, the 
temperature dependence of LCF/LO was shown in figure I .  LCF was calculated from the 
formula 

LCF = (ApAL) /T  (10) 
where A p  =  REBI BIZ) - p(LuBl2) and AAe is as in equation (7). 

As shown in figure 7, apart from some temperature regions, LCF/LO is close to unity. 
For TmB12, a sharp increase in LCF/LO up to 4-2.8 at 75 K and a sharp decrease down to 
-2.7 for H o B I ~  is observed at 90 K. 

3 
0 

"[ 
- 1  

o o o o o  TmE,, 
- - - * * T b B , r  
 HOB^^ - . . . * EraII 
L A I - L  

-4 ' s b '  100~ " 150 " 200 ' '  250 ' ' 2  
Temperature (K) 

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of the ratio LCFIL,,. 

The invalidity of the W-F law in this case may result from 

'0 

(a) the different intensities of the electron-phonon scattering for thermal and electrical 

(b) the complex f-band-structure energy dependence of the relaxation time and 
(c) an increase in the interband transition number. 

conductivities, 

4. Conclusions 

Experimental study of the compounds with RJ3Brz stoichiomeny shows that they constitute 
an interesting system for studying the effect of 4f electrons on heat transport. 

In particular, we found the following. 
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(1) Over a magnetically ordered range, the contribution of magnons to heat transport is 
observable. 

(2) The electronic and phonon thermal conductivities exhibit distinct difference at the 
N&l temperature. 

(3) The rest in hph at the transition to the antiferromagnetic phase can be attributed to 
the magnon component A,. 

(4) The value Lcp/Lo equals approximately 1 in the whole temperature range, except 
for TmBlz and HoB~z which show anomalies at temperatures of around 75 K and 90 K, 
respectively. This may evidence a complex band structure of these compounds. 

(5) The influence of the CEF on the electronic component of thermal conductivity was 
observed at T =- TM. 

(6) The phonon-phonon interaction determines the heat transport by phonons at T >> TN. 
(7) We suppose that in REB12 the 4f electrons with spin fluctuations are playing an 

The influence that the 4f electrons exert on the thermal conductivity will be subject to 

important role in the heat transport. 

further investigation. 
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